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11/25 SA Patterson info. on what he learned from Marina at Dallas office. 
Marina says she told FBI 10 days before assassination that Lee worked at TSBD. 
P also engaged w/ Hosty who told him that LHO had contacted two known 
subversives. ... . Use this w/ Hoover’s early concerns... . 
11/23 SAC, Dallas to Director re: photos sent to FBI from CIA not Oswald 
12/6 FBI (New Haven) report on two persons who thought they met Lee and 

12/8 De Brueys Report. . . .Based on what FBI had in NO file prior to 
assassination. Page 2 stuff on Oswald’s Mexico travel. . . .FBI nothing on how he 
got into Mexico and how he left (at this point). 
12/9 Hoover wants to know if FBI ever tried to recruit LHO as informant... . 
1/3 Rosen to Belmont re: Marina’s distrust of FBI, believing it had been 
responsible for Oswald losing his jobs. . . .Implies FBI was pressing Oswald to do 
informant work... . 
8/9/°63 SA Callender to SAC, NO’ Notes the 8/9 confrontation of Oswald with 
Bringuier,etc. .. BNOte that FBI had a file on Bringuier and one for FPCC 
1975 interview w/ Joe Pearce, Dallas Office. This was part of the ’75 
investigation into the “Hosty Note” business. Pearce mentions Fenner and her 
comment that note threatened a bomb. He also notes that he thought Oswald was 
a Hosty source and that his entering FBI Dallas was what informants did on 
occasion 

2/7/64 Lt. Matrtello interview w/ Quigley re: about Oswald arrest on 8/9 Why 
did Quigley pretend that when he came to visit Oswald in the jail that he did not 
know Oswald. Why did he question Martello on 2/7. Was it to see if Oswald had 

11/23/1963 FBI< WFO, to Director on LHO’s Marine Corps files Notes his 
court martials . . .and other general material. But nothing reported on his Crypto 
clearance or his assignments and access to highly classified military radar secrets. 
HHH =~ Used w/ New MS.


